Online High School
Fall 2017/Winter 2018 Program

Education at your fingertips — now available year round!

Core Courses
Our online program offers various classes in Core Course areas such as:

- English
- Foreign Language
- Math
- Social Science
- Science

Advance Placement (AP)
Courses are also offered to those students wanting to compete at a higher level.

All courses:
- Meet A-G requirements
- WASC accredited
- NCAA approved
- All courses are Common Core State Standards Aligned (CCSS)

Most classes can be completed solely online. However, in order to meet the A–G college requirements, students enrolled in a science course are required to meet face to face with their teacher to complete lab work.

Fall (First Semester Courses)

Registration Dates
Tuesday, September 5, 2017 thru Friday, September 29, 2017

Session Dates
Monday, October 9, 2017 thru Friday, November 17, 2017

Winter (Second Semester Courses)

Registration Dates
Monday, January 8, 2018 thru Friday, February 2, 2018

Session Dates
Tuesday, February 13, 2018 thru Friday, March 23, 2018

Core Courses: $250 per quarter/per semester course
AP Courses: $325 per quarter/per semester course
Fees are non-refundable.

For more information, please visit pace.csusb.edu/courses/online-high-school.html or www.chino.k12.ca.us/domain/716
Registration inquiries: CSUSB College of Extended Learning, (909) 537-5976
Program inquiries: Chino Valley USD, (909) 591-3682
Courses in the Program

ENGLISH CLASSES
ENGLISH 9 — EENC 5000/EENC 5001
ENGLISH 9H — EENC 5002/EENC 5003
ENGLISH 10CP — EENC 5004/EENC 5005
ENGLISH 10H — EENC 5006/EENC 5007
ENGLISH 11CP — EENC 5066/EENC 5067
ENGLISH 12CP — EENC 5068/EENC 5069

MATH CLASSES
ALGEBRA 1 — EENC 5012/EENC 5013
ALGEBRA 2 — EENC 5014/EENC 5015
ALGEBRA 2H — EENC 5016/EENC 5017
GEOMETRY — EENC 5018/EENC 5019
TRIGONOMETRY/PRECALCULUS — EENC 5020/EENC 5021
TRIGONOMETRY/PRECALCULUS HONORS — EENC 5022/EENC 5023
INTEGRATED MATH 1 — EENC 5084/EENC 5085
INTEGRATED MATH 2 — EENC 5091/EENC 5091
INTEGRATED MATH 2H — EENC 5092/EENC 5093
INTEGRATED MATH 3 — EENC5098/EENC5099
INTEGRATED MATH 3H — EENC 5094/EENC 5095

SCIENCE CLASSES
*HEALTH SCIENCE — EENC 5038/5039

FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASSES
SPANISH 1 — EENC 5024/EENC 5025
SPANISH 2 — EENC 5026/EENC 5027
SPANISH 3H — EENC 5028/EENC 5029

The following applies for all Spanish courses:
The standards for foreign language are aligned with the five goal areas specified by the National Foreign Language Standards as follows: communication, cultures, connections, comparisons and communities. There are a total of eleven (11) standards. These standards are general in nature and apply to all levels of foreign language instruction. For each of the eleven standards, there are specific objectives that define what students should know and be able to do upon completion of a particular level of instruction. In addition, performance indicators, or examples of student performance and appropriate classroom activities, are provided for many of the objectives.

SOCIAL SCIENCE CLASSES
*ECONOMICS — EENC 5040/EENC 5041
*ECONOMICS HONORS — EENC 5042/EENC 5043
*GOVERNMENT — EENC 5044/EENC 5045
U.S. HISTORY — EENC 5046/EENC 5047
WORLD HISTORY — EENC 5048/EENC 5049
WORLD HISTORY HONORS — EENC 5050/EENC 5051

ADVANCED PLACEMENT (AP) CLASSES
AP ENGLISH 11 — EENC 5052/EENC 5053
AP ENGLISH 12 — EENC 5082/5083
AP PSYCHOLOGY — EENC 5054/EENC 5055
AP U.S. HISTORY — EENC 5058/EENC 5059

About Our Instructors: The online instructors employed for this program meet requirements of the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act, and provide a high level of student/teacher engagement. All instructors hold current teaching credentials and are trained to teach effectively in an online environment. Instructors are available for office hours one day per week to assist students.

Student Information: Each course requires a minimum of 25 hours per week, with five weeks allotted to complete a semester class. Students are required to meet face to face with their course instructor on the first day of class for an orientation and to sign a course agreement. Final exams are to be completed face to face with the course instructor. Other arrangements may be considered, using tools such as Adobe Connect and/or any other type of visual communication approved by the instructor.

All students are encouraged to maintain a notebook with course content notes and notations regarding dates and times of student/instructor interaction.

Credit: Students completing any course through this program will receive high school credit. Transferability of credit is determined by each student’s school site. Students must receive prior approval from their school before registering for a class.

Students can find the approval forms online at pace.csusb.edu/courses/onlinehigh-school.html or they may use a form from their school site (if available).